HTC Inducted to Digitize Australian Newspaper Content
HTC’s Solution

Challenge
A National Library in Australia
established
the
Australian
Newspapers Digitization Program.
The purpose of this program was to
significantly improve access to the
Australian newspaper content. The
library therefore set out to digitize the
materials for providing a searchable,
online service to be made available
to researchers and the public free of
charge.

HTC executed this project from its Global Delivery Center at Chennai, India.


The high level process followed by HTC include:
o

Receipt and inventory control - Issue grouping - Metadata creation Image sequencing - Article zoning - Article classification - OCR OCR Cleanup - Quality Assurance - XML creation - shipment



HTC analyzed the newspaper contents well ahead of the production
cycle



Deployed a team of resources well experienced in newspaper digitization
to:

HTC was inducted into the panel of
service providers by means of a
Deed of Standing Offer for OCR and
related services of text-based
collection material.


o

Identify a new variant or deviation from the already defined pattern

o

Ensure applicability of the capture rules defined

o

Gauge the impact on productivity and quality

o

Identify and flag inconsistencies that might arise from the product
perspective

The pre-analysis helped HTC to ensure that:
o

The content variants and related instructions were discussed and
finalized well ahead of production, resulting in a shorter learning
curve

o

Consequently, the quality and the schedule risks were mitigated



HTC developed and used customized applications to capture the
metadata and create METS XML and ALTO XML files



HTC used Prime OCR to generate the OCR output



Ensured that high quality, double key, and compare processes were
followed for the re-keying of Title, Subtitle, Abstract, and Author text
fields

Benefits


Easy and improved access to Australian newspaper content



Created metadata, zoning, OCR, and re-keying



Applied a category and provided OCR text for every article



High quality, double key, and compare processes were followed for the
re-keying of Title, Subtitle, Abstract, and Author text fields
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